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By Sarah Collins Honenberger

Point Books, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****. The panicked voice of a teenage girl interrupts Celie Landon s
gardening at her river house one unseasonably warm April day. As soon as she realizes the dark
spot in the water may be a child, she races to help the girl, but arrives too late. During the rescue
efforts for 11 year-old Henry Lewis, his older sister Meeka and Celie are inextricably linked. The guilt
that each one feels roils under the surface while the body remains missing for four days. As Celie
obsesses over her part in the drowning, she confronts feelings of inadequacy after a year-long
battle with cancer, the widening distance from her husband Jake, and issues from her New
England childhood in an all-white town. 14-year-old Meeka, crushed by her mother s withdrawal,
worries about her continuing responsibility to mind her little sister Jasmine, 5, and two cousins,
Line, 7, and Rey, 13, abandoned by his mother a year earlier. Struggling to make sense of the
sudden changes in her world, Meeka is curious about the white lady s ongoing interjection in their
lives. Their growing...
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An exceptional ebook along with the font applied was interesting to read through. it was actually writtern really completely and beneficial. Once you begin
to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr. Hector Cole Jr.-- Mr. Hector Cole Jr.

This written pdf is wonderful. It can be writter in easy phrases and not di icult to understand. Your lifestyle span will likely be enhance once you full
looking over this ebook.
-- Juanita Reynolds-- Juanita Reynolds
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